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Crazy paving areas that could transform city

‘Pop-up’ green space in city a glimpse of what could be
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A last minute bid to influence the changing face of Belfast was made last week by building campaigners who say they want to see more innovative thinking in how the city is regenerated.

And to drive home their point that the future of the city lies not in fancy paving but in more green spaces they blocked off a city centre road to display what their vision would look like.

Led by University of Ulster lecturer Saul Golden and Arthur Acheson from architect firm The Boyd Partnership, a street adjacent to the Frames Complex was sealed off by the PSNI last Thursday (February 20) to facilitate the academics and campaigners in transforming the area into a cultural space.

This, they said, was to show what could be achieved if the city council were to approach planning differently.

Street artists were joined by students taking part in outdoor tutorials and fake grass was laid down to demonstrate that regeneration does not equal concrete.

Blocking roads in Belfast is a stressful business even in the most positive circumstances, but any panic being felt by Saul on this cold Thursday afternoon was well hidden. Standing in the midst of artists, students and academics in his high viz jacket, the American was the ‘go to’ guy to find out what was going on.

Patiently answering all sorts of questions from passers-by in his soft accent, he came across more as an interested tour guide than a senior lecturer.

But here was a university don who actively sought to leave his office to block a road in Belfast to engage the public – a rare example of energy in Irish academia. However this enthusiasm visibly drains when he describes what the current plans are for this historic part of Belfast.

“They want to build a big wall here,” he says, gesturing in the direction of the Belfast Central Library that dominates the small square. This, he says, is an example of how conventional thinking is failing to take advantage of Belfast’s potential.

“Maybe those funds could be better spent at street level to maybe open up a café. For example, the library has a café which has existing members who are old, young, all sorts of ages and genders and they could come outside and enjoy this space.”

Saul envisages the area as a kind of oasis that would be claimed by office workers and residents alike.

“Maybe some sort of initiative could be established to spend money on working in partnerships outside the boundaries of traditional development. So in this instance we could work with the library and the Belfast Telegraph who might play a part, or the Titanic Pub could get involved. By doing that it would be an investment so much bigger than saying, ‘let’s put in some sculpture, let’s put in some kiosks and people will come’.”

For Arthur Acheson what they are trying to achieve can be best summed up in a neat metaphor.

“The best way to think about this is that the space would be your iPhone and what you bring to it is the app.

“The question is do you spend some money on ‘software’ or do you spend all the money on the ‘hardware’ – the paving?

“Would you play a game of badminton? Would you have a wee game of something for the children? Would you have a cup of tea? Would you come out and eat your lunch? Even on a February day you can wrap up warm. We have even put up a tent to see if a kiosk would work.”

In just one afternoon without any publicity, Arthur said they were able to attract attention to the space.

“The Titanic bar here provided us with sandwiches and coffee and the Shalom House Writers’ Group saw what we were doing after their class in the Central Library and gave a poetry reading.

“It’s working well and it’s not even a warm day,” he said.

Breaking away from her open air tutorial class, graduate student Alison Elliott said it was striking how few green areas were open for public use in the city centre.

“There are very few green spaces for the population and the regeneration going on doesn’t seem to be improving that. If this space was developed into a green area then it would be possible to perhaps connect with the wider community.”

 Fellow classmate Claire McAteer said Belfast could learn a lot from other European cities.

“We are just back from Berlin where we were finding out how they use green space and how we can put into practice what they have learned over the years.”

Ahead of the closing date for submissions, Arthur said he hoped their ‘pop-up’ green space would inspire people to take part and try to influence planners.